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I
F SCIENTISTS were as fair as Humpty Dumpty in paying words 
extra for o,·ertiJne work, the 11.1biquitous Q would rome near the to1� 

of the payroll. It all started with K. S . .Tohn.·on.* lVIany scientists have 
contributed new words to our vocabulary. To only one, however, has 
come the dist·inction of e!eYaLing a letter of the alphabet into a word of 
everyday use in many and diverse fields. LiUk: did Johnson dream, when 
he first used the symbol Q to rcprci:;Pnt the ratio of rnactance to cfferti,·e 
resistance in a coil or a condenser, that \Yithin a span of some 30 yPars 
t.his same symbol would be commonly used to desrribe an uttrihntc of 
such dissimilar things as a resonant ('irntit, a pectraJ line, a mechancial 
vibrator, and a bounring ball. The story of Lhis expanding u ·age of the 
17th letter of the alphabet makes an interesting study for the scientific 
etymologist. 

Coils and Condensers 

The tale begins in the teens of this century. It was then the usual 
practic:e, in appraising the quality of the devices which were then known 
as coils, and which engineers have now become educated to call induc
tors, to use the ratio of effective resistance to rcactance as a sort of figure 
of merit. Ber.a.use it was related to dissipation, this ratio was often desig
nated d, and in fact it is no,Y commonly referred to as the dissipation 
factor. Strictly speaking, cl is not a. figure of merit but a figure of demerit. 
since the normally desirable ('Ondition of minimum losses ocr·urs as the 
value of cl movrs towards zero. 

As early as 1914, Johnson came to realize that a ratio of greater ut·,ility 
for many purposes tban the one in vogue was it.s reciprocal. Johnson was 
aware that tbe ratio dis conYenient for certain mathematical computa
tions, since it, permits the combinjng of different sources of loss by dirnrt 
addition. He observed, however, that in prac-t.ic·al cases d wonk! usuaUy 
involve one or more zeros precedjng the significant figures, whereas lhc 
reciprocal could usually be taken as a whole number. The same sort of 
logic, which leads to lhc common use of impedance, and avoidance of 
admittance, argued for putting reactance in t,he numerator of the ratio. 

For a time Johnson designat,ed the ratio of reactance to efiective re
sistance of a coil by the symbol K 111. It was in 1920, while working on 
the practical application of the wave filter which G. A. Campbell had 
invented some years before, that he for the first time employed the sym-
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uol Q for his parameter 121. His reason for choosing Q was quite simple. 
He says that it did not stand for "quality factor" or anything else, but 
since the other letters of the alphabet had already been pre-empted for 
other purposes, Q was all he had left. 

Initially Johnson used a capital Q for coils, and a small q for the cor 
responding ratio in condensers (now renamed ,capadtors). Before long, 
however, he began to apply capital Q to both coils and condensers, using 
suh.scripts where differentiation was needed. The first printed use of Q 
seems to be in Johnson's U.S. patent No. 1,628,083, where it is applied 
to the coils in an electrical network. In .Johnson's classic trcatii:;c on 
"Transmission Circuits for Telephonic Communication" l31 the symbol 
Q appears in a number of places to designate the parameter which he 
called the "coil dissipation constant." Subsequently this was shortened to 
"dissipation constant," applying to both coils and condensers 141, The 
terms "coil constant" and "cond<mser constant" also were u;;ed to some 
extent. Later on, V. E. Legg coined the apt n.ame of "quality factor," 
while others tried to introduce such terms as "storage factor" and "figure 
of merit." But none of these appellations could prevail over the terse 
and trenchant Q. 

Another measure which has frequently been used for a reactive ele
ment is the power factor. i.e., the ratio of active power to total volt
amperes. At ,  any t,vo terminals the power factor is the cosine of the phase 
angle of the impedance, whereas Q is the tangent of the phase angle, neg
leeting sign. Thu:; for the common case where reactance is large com
pared with resistance. the power faelor is substantially equal to the dis
sipation factor cl. Power engineers. "ho are accustomed to using power 
factor to designate the ratio of acti,·e power to total volt-amperes, might 
occasionally, ii they experience a need for a ratio greater than unity, 
find it advantageous to borro"· Q from the communication engineer. 

Others before .Johnson had made use of the ratio of reactance to re
sistance for either an inductor or a capacitor (to use modern parlanr,e). 
,Johnson's role was to popularize this ratio and to assign to it the con
tagious .symbol Q. He did not intend to apply Q to anything except the 
rat,io of reactance to resistance, ,vhether of an inductor, a capacitor, or 
any two-terminal network, In fact, he was somewhat disturbed, as 
originators of terminology of ten are, when otlhers began to extend his 
usage-an extension which has gonP so far that a few modernists would 
even like to ban .Johnson's original meaning. 

Resonant Circuits 

,\1ha,t happened next? First was the discovery t,hat Q was a conven
ient symbol to apply to a resonant circuit. It was noted that the high
frequency lo;:;ses in a, well-constructed capacitor were ordinarily negli
gible in comparison with those of a,n inductor. Hence t,he high-frequency 
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resistance of the usual inductor and capacitor resonant circuit could be 
assumed equal to the inductor resi�tancc, and the Q of �he resonant cir
cuit could therefore be assumed the same as tbe Q of the inductor. In 
those cases where the capacitor resistance could not be neglected, the Q 
of the resonant circuit was QLQc/(QL +Qc), wbere QL and Qc are the Q's 
of the inductor and capacitor, respectively. aL the resonant frequency. It. 
is noteworthy that this use of Q for a resonant network is uniquely re
lated to the resonant frequency, whereas Q when applied to an imped
an<'e is a property at any specified frequency. 

At this point it became apparent that Q as applied to a resonant cir
c-uit was an already recognized parameter which for want of a better 
name had previously been called "sharpness of resonance" 151. This per
mitted the establishment of SCYeral relationships which today are ele
mcnlary. Curves like those of Figure 1 could be drawn lo show current 
versus frequency as a function of Q for a series resonant circuit, and analo
gou-s cmTeS for the impedance of a parallel resonant circuit. 
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Flo. 1. Series resonanre. 
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Once idenufied with sharpness of resotUUl<'l', Q was seen to bear a clos<' 
relationship to a familiar parameter of an osC'iJla.lory wave train of con
tinuously decreasing amplitude. This parameter was lbe logarithmic 
dcrrcment, which was defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of 
two successive maxima in a damped wave train. Thus in Figure 2 the 
logarithmic decremeut o is equal to log, (A.B/CD). 

Soh1tion of the differential equation for a resonant c•ircuit comprising 
resistance, inductance, and capac·itanc·c in series gives for the logarith-
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I a ) 

mic decrement o the value 1rR/wL, or 1rRwC. Hence Q equals 1r/o. While 
much importance attached to logarithmic decrement in the earlier days 
of radio, in connection with the damped waves produced in a spark trans
mitter by the sudden discharge of a condenser through a spark gap, Q 
was so much better adapted to continuous wave techniques that today 
the term logarithmic decrement is an but forgotten. 

Many relations previously established for the logarithmic dccremc11t 
were restated in terms of Q. Thus the number of complete oscillations 
necessary to reach a given ratio p of initial amplitude to final amplitude 
is Q/ 1r times loge p. From this we learn that for a Q of 100, for example, 
the number of oscillations necessary to reach one per cent of the initial 
value is 146, while for a Q of 200 twice as many oscillations would be 
required. 

A 

C 

TI ME -+-

f AB C = LOGe
CD 

FIG. 2. Logarithmic decrement for damped wave-train. 

Through pursuit of the logarithmic decrement relationship, simple 
a.lgebraic manipulations yielded a useful physical pictlue, namely, that 
for a simple resonant circuit the ratio of the maximum energy stored in 
either the coil or the condenser to the energy dissipated per cycle is equal 
to Q/21r. Also, for larger values of Q, the voltage across either the induc
tor or the capacitor of a series resonant eircuit is substantially equal to 
Q times the applied voltage t6J. Similarly the current through either 
the inductor or the capacitor of a parallel resonant circuit is equal to Q 
times the total current. 

An even more interesLing relationship was found between Q and the 
shape of the resonance curve t7J. Through derivations too detailed for 
inclusion hHrc, it turns out that for a curve showing magnitude of i m 
pedance or admittance of a resonant circuit versus frequency, Q is approxi
mately equal to the ratio of the resonant frequency to the width of the 
resonance curve between the points,, on either side of resonance, where 
the ordinate is, respectively, 1/ v12 times the maximum or v12 times the 
minimum ordinate. 
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!2esonant Devices 

Tbe groundwork was uow complete, and anyone could take off in any 
clire<;tion. A natural extension from the inductor and capacitor resonant 
circ:uit, was to apply Q to any resonant structure or deviee . For t,his pw·
pose the dofinltion of Q in terms of energy storage and dissipation was 
directly applicable, while the relation for the shape of the resonance 
curve was broo.dened by stating it in terms of response. Thus Q became 
equal to the ratio of the resonant frequency to the bandwidth between 
those frequencies on opposito sides of reso1rnncc (known as "half-power 
_points") where the response of the resonant structure differs by 3 db 
from that at resonance. The use of Q wit,h such connotations for tuning 
forks, piezoelectric rcson::i.tors, magnetostricti ve rodl:l, and the like soon 
became commonplace. 

Resonant Transmission Lines 

HPsonant Lrnnsmission lines came ucxt. The standing wave patterns 
for open- circujted or short-circuited bnos, exhibiting maxima and 
minima at "resona1we" points located at quarter-wave multiples from 
Lhe lerrni.i 1ftti ng end, were, of course, familiar from classical derivations. 
The t..rend to higher frequencies, espec:ially for rndio commW1ciation, 
made it  increasingly advaot,ageous to utilize such r�ona-nt-line phe
nomena for oscillator frequency control, voltage step-up, impedance 
inversion, and the like. Since the curve of line impedance in the vicinity 
of resonance is essentially similar to that of a resonant circuit, it was a 
natural step to apply the factor Q to a. resonant transmission line. F. E. 
1\'rman [SJ showed that the Q of such a. line is equal to 1rf I a V, where .f 
is the resonant frequency, a is the real p�trt of the propagation constant, 
and Tr is the grnup velocity, i.e., the velocity with whieh signals are 
tra1 ism itted. 

Caviiy Resonators 

AL frequencies upward from �1bout 1000 me (commonly referred to as 
microwaves) resonant transmi5sion liues usually give way to cavity 
resonators. The cavity may be cylindrical, parallelepipedal, spherical. 01 

some other sha.pe, dep,encling on end use. Regardl<>A s of shape, a cavity 
resonator has tt11 infinity of resonant frequencies, starting at a ml11imum 
value and becomjng more closely spaced with increasjng frequency. 
Each resonance 1·orre.sponds to a particular standing wave pattern of the 
electromagnetic field, which is called a resonant mode, and for which the 
cavity may be considered a.s a single tuned circuit (with L and C not de
fined). The Q of a eavity resonator for any mode is therefore definable 
in terms of losses or bandwidth, and turns out to be a function of the 
ralio of internal volume to intcn1al area. A general oxpression for the Q 
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